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Introduction

One of the old adages in education is that the single best way to

evaluate teachers is to inspect the tests they give their students. Good

teaching and good testing go hand in hand. That is so because well-

constructed tests constitute a very important means by which teachers

motivate and direct student learning, determine how wdl students are

achieving instructional objectives, and assess how well they are
teaching.

There are many reasons why teacher-made tests may be inadequate.

While teachers may have had experience constructing a few test items

as part of a course in tests and measurement, few have been asked

to develop a complete test (using a test blueprint), give the test to
students, and change it in accordance with an analysis of student
responses. Moreover, some teachers put off test construction to the

last minute, constructing a test in haste and without reference to in-

structional objectives will surely fall to motivate and direct student
learning.

There are many other common mistakes made by teachers when

constructing tests. Some ask too many low-level questions. Oters
rely on test Items supplied by a textbook publisher, unaware that these

items may not be good or appropriate (content valid) items for what

is going on in their classroom.
Many teacher-made test questions are of poor quality because they

are technically inadequate. For example, if an item has two or more
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correct answers that depend on different but legitimate interpretations
of the item, then the test suffers from item ambiguity.

In the case of Zrue-false tests, a distinct tendency to ask more true
than false questions will provide an unintended clue to correct an-
swers. Also, there is evidence that false items discriminate among
high and low achieving students somewhat better than true items. Thus
a teacher might be better off asking more false than true questions.

Finally, many teachers at all levels of education do not analyze stu-
dent responses to test items in order to check on the quality of their
tests. There are several relatively simple analytic techniques availa-
ble that can help teachers improve their tests. For example, simply
counting the responses that high-achieving and low-achieving students

make to each objective item on a test can reveal how well an item
discriminates between these two groups as well as suggest what might
ot. n.ione to improve the item.

Although the foregoing problems are far from rare, the good news
is that much is known about constructing effective classroom tests.
Any teacher can use this k..owledge to improve his or her skills in
measurement and evaluation.

This fastback is about writing good test items, a task faced by most
teachers at all levels of education. Although my main concern is with
the construction of test items, mere technical facility in writing items
is of little value if they do not clearly reflezt the objectives of instkuc-
tion I am assuming that teachers at.e thoroughly familiar with course
content and are skilled in written expression. Nothing said about test
construction will substitute for competent teaching. Thus this fast-
back is designed to help good teachers write better items than they
might otherwise write.

This introductory chapter touches on some of the problems associ-
ated with preparing classroom tests. The second chapter outlines five
steps in preparing a test, the PLAN-WRITE System. The third chap-
ter describes the do's and don'ts of writing commor4 used test items.
The last chapter will provide practice in applying these suggestions.
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This fastback concentrates on but one aspect of the complex pro-
cess of measurement and evaluation: writing technically correct test
items that are compatible with your instrucfional objectives. You must
decide how far you want to extend your knowledge and skills beyond
the rudiments presented in these pages. Should you decide to con-
tinue, the resources at the end of this fastback should be of help. But
whatever you decide, you will find many useful suggestions that can
lead to wnting better test items.

9
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Preparing Teacher-Made Tests

You can prepare good classroom tests by following five basic steps.

We shall refer to these steps as the PLAN-WRITE System. The steps
are:

1. Prepare a content outline.
2. List instructional objectives.

3. Appraise student performance levels.
4. Note content, objectives, and levels in a test blueprint.

5. Write test items.

Ideally, the PLAN-WRITE system should be implemented before
instruction, th ing so can help you plan instruction. And if you share
the test blueprint (Step 4) with your students, as some specialists
recommend, you can help them prepare for your tests.

Let us now examine each step in turn.

Step One: Prepare Content Outline

Review your notes, assignments, and textbook materials, then oat-
line the areas of content that your test items will cover. For example,
for a unit on American government, a partial outline might look like
this:

.
i v
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Content Outline

Content Emphasis
Vocabulwy 20%

Federalism
Popular Sovereignty
Pocket Veto
Judicial Review

Facts/Principles
Three branches of government
How a bill becomes a law
Special powers of the House
Amending the Constitution

Applications
Interviewing government officials
Reporting on a town rneetinr,

60%

20%

Although categories will differ. it is invortant 'o note two things
about good content outlines. First, content should cly match what

you do and what you require your students to do during instruction.

It is neither fair nor good practice to base test items on material that

has been ignored or neglected during instruction. This is a content

%ahdity issue. Second. yuti will need to estimate in percentage terms

the amount cf emphasis eau, part of the outline received during in

struLtion. This pert.entage appears in the right column of the outline.

These estimates will be the basis fcr determinnit what proportion of

your test will be dewted to each part u; the outline. For example,
assuming that !..0 items haw been prepared, about 10 items should

be concerned with vocabulary (20% of 50), 30 should cover
&KAN prinoples. 4nd 10 should neasure student learning in the area

of applications.
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Step Two: List Instructional Objectives

Good test preparation requirts good instructional objectives, which
can be assesszd in terms of observable behavior or performance. A
behavior or performance obiective is a statement about what students
will be able to do or perform after instruction. Behavioral objectives

identify behavior, outcomes, or products that are directly observa-
ble For example, we can directly observe a person playing the vio-
lin, talk.ng, writing, and so on. Similarly, we can directly observe
outcomes or products a misspelled word, a completi- Jr incomplete
worksheet, a science project, an essay. Good behavioral statements
make use of action verbs, such as listing, pronouncing, reciting. select-
ing, and solving.

Good instructional objectives serve three main functions. I) they
help teachers foLus on important learning experiences, 2) they com-
municate expectations to students and others, and 3) they suggest ways
to evaluate lmrning As a demonstration of the usefulness of behavioral
obje.:tives in preparing a test. consider the followi:ig objectives.

Objeatie / To understand the differences among the three
branches ot government.

Ob;e(ute 2 To identify correct and incorrect examples of exccu-
tiv e, legislative, and judicial action.

Objecme 2 more dearly &fines your task (you need to provide
example.), it lets your studerts know what you expert (they will have

Lhoese from among examples). and it suggesb the kind of test items
y ou might write (perhaps multiple-LhoiLe items. which present new
examples).

When writing instructional objeLtives. avoid %voids and parases like

appreciate, , comprehends. knows, learns, under.tands, reads with
ease, etc These and mariy other words and phrases do not refer tc
direct:y observable behav ior We Lannot see "thinking," "understand-
ing," or a student's Interest The existence or nonexistence of these

an only be inferred from observable perf.unnalt.e or products.

12
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Good behavioral objectives must include a standard or criterion of
performance in addition to the specification of cErectly observable be-
havior. Many writers also reatinmend a third component: the condi-
tions under which performance occurs. An of an acceptable
objective would be, "Students will point out the puns in three tin-
farniFar passages with at least 90% accuracy."

Stating good instructional or performance objectives can serve im-
portant teaching, learning, and evaluative functions, as we have seen.
But there is no guarantee that they will do so. Writing technically
correct instructional objectives is one thing; writing important or
worthwhile ones is another.

Fortunately, there are several things teachers can do to guard against
writing educationally unimportant objectives. That is the subject of
the third step in PLAN-WRITE.

Step Three: Appraise Performance Levels

The third step in preparing a test is inseparable from Step 2. As
you list your instructional objectives, you mi include objectives that
call for different levels of cognition or thinking. Benjamin Bloom and
his colleagues have developed a taxonomy of instructional objectives
that uses a hierarchy or levels of thinking. The six levels can serve
as a basis for developing test Items that assess different types of in-
structional objectives. The six levels are:

Knowledge
Comprehension
Application
Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation

Knowledg. is the simplest level of cognitive performance and evalu-

ation is the highest and most complex. The basic idea behind the
hierarchy is that higher-level performances include and are dependent

13
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on lower-level ones. We may think of the first four levels (knowl-
edge, comprehension, application, analysis) as relating generally to
understanding concepts and principles, while the last two (synthesis
and evaluation) relate to more creative endeavors. The following dis-
cussion on each of the six levels will clarify their relevance to
instructional objectives and test item construction.

Knowledge An objective written at this level requires students to
reproduce something in more or less the same form as it was presented,

for example, asking students to produce a list of memorized words,
to repeat the solution to a specific problem, or to state facts verba-
tim Action verbs used in objectives w ritten at this level include de
fine, identify , label, name, recall, recite, recognize, select, and state.
Knowledge-level objectives are relatively easy to writ! and are very
prevalent in education, in fact, they usually overshadow higher-level
objectives.

Comprehension. At this level, students must not merely reprodice
something, they mist understand it to the point of changing it in some
way For example, when you ask your students to summarize or para-
phrase what they have heard or read, to give their own example of
something, to translate from one language to another, or to read mu-
sic, you are calling for responses at the comprehension level. Action
verbs associated with this level include explain, convert, generalize,
interpret, and predict.

Application Objectives that require students to u:e a principle, rule,
generalization, or strategy in an unfamiliar settin , qualify as applica-
tion objectives These objectives go beyoni_ imprehension in that
they require students to use ideas, principles, and theories, not mere-
ly to paraphrase or explain them. lf, for eample, you asked students
to collect and clasify insects found in their neighborhoods after teach-

ing the principles of classification, you would be calling for behavior
at the application level If the students collect and classify only those
insects already studied in class, their performance represents com-
prehension, not application Action verbs associated with application

I .1 14



objectives include choose, compute, demonstrate, employ, implement,
produce, relate, and solve.

Analysis. An analysis objective calls for studnitc to break down
aomething unfamiliar into its basic parts. It also may require a focus
on the relations among the parts. Analysis depends on skills from lower

performance levels. knowledge (knowing what to look for), compre-
hension (translating a concept or principle), and application (relating
translated knowledge to the problem at hand!. Words and phrases as-
sociated with this level include deduce cause and effect, diagram, dis-
tinguish, infer mood or purpose, note unstated assumptions, outline,
select relevant particulars, and subdivide.

Synthesis. Objectives written at this level require students to produce
something original or unique. Unlike previous levels, there usually
is no one best or right answer (although judgments are made about
the quality of performance). Synthesis objectives call on students to
respond to unfamiliar problems by putting things together or com-
bining elements in original ways. When you ask your students to write

an original essay, , poem, story, , or musical composition, you are calling

on them to be creativ e. You also are helping them become mature
learners. Words associated with synthesis objectives include catego-
rize, devise, discover, formulate, and invent.

Evaluation. At this level students are req tired to judge the quality
or v alue of an idea, method, product, or human performance that has
a specified purpose and to include reasons for their judgment. Ark-
ing students to judge the quality of a play, , to make up titles tor a
play, , or to create a new play and to provide a rationale for their
responses represents performance at this level. As in the case of syn-
thesis (here is usually no one best or correct answer. Thus objective
test iten.s may fail to adequately measure complex objectives written
at the levels of synthesis and evaluation. Verbs commonly associated
with this category include appraise, assess, compare, criticize, and
justify.

i )
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After preparing a content outline, listing instructional objectives,
and appraising levels of performance, you are ready to combine all
three in a test blueprint. That is the fourfa step in PLAN-WLITE.

Step Four: The Test Blueprint

Test blueprints can help teachers avoid the test preparation prob-
iems mentioned earlier. Of course, describing steps M the prepari-
tion of a test is much easier than applying them. Outlining course
content and writing objectives that reflect tuft .rent levels of paorm-
ance is hard work. But the payoff is a Lontent-valid test that requires
students to think at all cognitive levels.

An example of a test blueprint is shown in Figure 1. It is sketchy,
but it does illustrate the baiic features of gcod test construction. Listed
to the left are a few illustrative objectives that reflect course content.
To the i ight are the six performanLe levels. The numbers tell us two
things. how many items will be written for each objective and the
performance level of the items. Thus, in the case of the first objec-
tive listed, the teacher will write eight items to test student vocabu-
lary, four of these will test at the knowledge level and four at the
level of comprehension. Item percentages reflect the teacher's esti-
mate of the emphams rezeivt. ')y each major part of the content out-
line. 7irplly, as you can see, the test will have a total of 5C itenic.

When you hav ,. built a good test blueprint, you are well on your
way to preparing a content-valid test. And that takes us tu the last
step in PLAN-WRITE.

Step Five: Write Test Items

The rest of this fastback is devoted to writing good test items. Al-
though teachers use a variety of ways to observe student behavior
(work samples, checklists, rating scales, self-report devices), we shall
focus on test in ms, especially those that teachers use most often
true-false, mt,:tiple-choice, matching. completion, and essay :tems.
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The first four (true-false, multiple-choice, matching, and comple-
tion) are considered objective items, in that those who score them
end up with the same score (barring clerical errors). Essays are con-
sidered subjective items in that those who score them often end up
with different scores. Sometimes true-false, multiple-choice, and
matching uems are referred to as fixed-response items (students must
choose from the options offered), while completion and essay items
are referred to as free-response or suppt--type items (students sup-
ply their own answers). Since too much freedom of response may
lead to variability in scoring, care must hr.- taken in writing comple-
tion items.

It is important to point cut that test construction is more art than
science. This is especially true of teacher-made tests. Thus many of
the suggestions for preparing a test are more a matter of expert judg-
ment than of scientific verification. There is some evidence that
well-prepared teacher-made tests are as reliable (consistent in meas-
urement) as many standardized tests and even more valid for a
particular student or class.

The next chapter will provide some do's and don'ts for writing com-
monly used types of test items.

I S
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Writing Test Items

This section begins with some general guidelines that apply to writ-
ing test items. Later, suggestions specific to each type cf item will
be offered. No guideline is correct for all situations, so use a little
common sense if a guideline seems inappropriate.

1. Make certain that the petformance called for in your test item
closely matches that specified in your objective. This is the most im-
portant guideline of them all. For example, one of the objectives from
the test blueprint presented in Figure 1 was, "Students will calculate
force for objects of different mass and acceleration." A multiple-choice

test Item asking, "Which of the following formulas is used to deter-
mine force?" clearly would not meet thai objective.

2 Eliminate trivia. Each test item should measure an important as-
pect of the subject matter. Deciding whether an item is trivial requires
a judgment call Answering these questions might help make this judg-
ment Does the item test something worth knowing? Will responding
Lorrealy make a difference in the competency level of my students?
If you answer -no" or ''maybe not" you have probably written an unim-
portant item.

3 Stay away from textbook language. A slavish reliance on the text
will almost certainly lead to low-level items.

4. Strive to write objectives and test items that call for lugher-lei,el
performances. This guideline is a :mrollary to the previous one. Com-
pare the Items below. . Both deal with the Interference effects of our
actions on memory; but only one follows the guideline.

19



1) Forgetting something you learned yesterday because you learned
something else today is an instance of:

a. interference
b. proaction
C. decoding
d. disassociation

2) If you wanted to make practical use of the research on forgetting,
what would you recommend to a friend who has but two hours to pre-
pare for next week's 8:00 a.m. exam?

a. Study a week in advance
b. Prepare the night before
c Study two consecutive hours
d. Prepare at least one day before

The first question is probably measuring only memory. The sec-
ond is at least an application item, if we asst. Tie that the problem is
a new one for the student. With a little thought, many lower-level
items can be converted to higher-level ones. Incidentally, the ability
to formulate higher-level items is indicative of one's command of the
subject matter.

5 Write unambiguous questions. Your questions must have un-
mistakable meanings and not be open to more than one equally
reasui,..`_ le interpretation. Nr,te the ambiguity in the following item.

1) Governments are very dissimilar in the way they operate. (True or
False)

Unless the teacher or text actually made the statement, the Aim is un-

answerable because it is ambiguous. Who is to say what "very dissim-
ilar" and "in the way they operate" mean? And if the teacher or text
did make the statement, the item is a good candidate for a trivia award.

6 Make certain that objective item have answers that are clearly
correct answers that experts could accept. Asking colleagues to
respond to your itms can help, Asking competent students for feed-
back also can help.

20
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7 . Arrange items in an order that differs from that used during in-

struction. If this is not done, students may profit from "order clues"
when answering questions. A usetul technique is to begin your test
with a few relatively easy items. Then choose items in random order
so they do not follow the sequence of the text or your presentations.

8. Watch for items that cue answers to other items. Do you rwall
getting this kind of help on exams?

9. Make items independent of one another. An answer to one item
should not depend on knowing the answer to some other item.

10. Keep the reading level simple. Constructing items using tech-
nical words that are related to the subject being tested is acceptable
practice; making the reading level of items difficult by using unfamiliar

or uncommon words is not (unless, of course, one's goal is to assess
vocabulary or reading skill).

II b, , ate the source of an opinion. It is unfair to ask ctudents
to c.alorse sonwthing that is largely a matter of opinion. The second
trt_ false Item ivlow is better than the first because it f llows this
guideline.

1) Martin Luther King acted on the basis of postcorve
principles. (True or False)

2) According to the authors, Marlin Luther King act
of postconventional moral principles. (True or Fa Is

12. Try preparing your questions long before u
ing this suggestion will promote thoughtful ques
nus is having time to review and revise items

So much for general guidelines. We now
lines for writing objet.tive and essay questions
of the above guidelines may be repeated as th
of items.
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True-False Test Items

True-false items have been criticized by both lay and professional
people It is said, for example, that true-false tests are ambiguous,
measure trivia, promote rote learning, and are prone to error because
they encourage guessing. And, of course, poorly written true-false
items suffer from all of these problems. But there is not much re-
search ev la -e that these are inherent problems. Consider, for ex-
ample, the follow ing items kssuming that the questions posed are
nev, t student, are they ambiguous? Trivial? Do they measure
n i 'ling?

1. A man firmly believes that murde7 is a crime because it is wrong.
This belief "'ustrates stage 4 in moral aevolopment.

2 If a perfect inverse relationship existed between complaining and
having friends, the more one complained the fewer friei ids one
would have.

The first item was designed to test student understanding of
Lawrence Kohlberg's moral stages of development. Thc second L.

t:erned with the interpretation of the correlation coefficient. The pm;
is that true-false items skillfully written can be unambiguous, call for
worthwhile learning, and need not measure only rote learning.

Blind guessing is a potential problem with true-false items. But since
there is some evidence that few students resort to blind guessing ("in-
formed guessing" is more likely), the problem may have been exag,
gerated To combat the problem of guessing, students are sometimes
asked to correct false statements by indicating why they are false.
In such cases the scoring of the Items may no longer remain objec-
tive Using formulas to "correct" for guessing on teacher-made tests
is not tecommended by testing experts, unless many students do nOt
have tune to complete tests.

True-false items are sometimes thought to be easy to prepare, but
this advantage is more apparent than real. It takes hard work and skill
to w rite good items But if good items are written, two advantages

2 2 22



follow: 1) they pro% ide a simple and direct way to measure student
achievement, and 2) they are efficient they provide many indepen-
dent, scorable responses per unit of test time. True-false items can
sar ple much of what a student ha '.. learned and are especially useful
when asking questions about st;mulus materials such as films, maps,

diagrams, and graphs.

True-False Item Guidelines

1. Base the item on a single idea or preposition. Single-idea ques-
tions are relatively easy to understand. They are also more likely to
be better questions than those that are longer and more complex. Thus
item A below is acceptable; but item B, because it expresses two ideas,

is not.

A) Measurement and evaluation are synonymous terms.
B) Measurement refers to assigning numbers systematically, while

evaluation refers to making Judgments about the meaning of as-
signed numbers.

2. Write items that test an important point.
3. Avoid lifting statements directly from the class text. Some

tezhers, for example, merely insert "not" in a statement taken from
the text. Unless memorizing exact content is essential, this approach
will seldom lead to t;ood results.

4. Be concise. Your questions should be as brief as possible.
5. Write clearly true or clearly false items. It is not necessary to

write perfectly true or perfectly false items so long as the answers
are defensible that is, so long as well-informed people would agree
with keyed answers. Writing items in pairs can help you do this. One
item should be true, the other false. You will, of course, choose only
one item from a pair for the test.

6. Eliminate giveaways Giveaways are unintended clues to cor-
rect answers. Let us take a look at three of these.

2 323



a) True statements end to be longer than false ones, due perhaps
to the addition of qualifying words to make an hem true. Item
length may then cue correct answers. Make your true and false
items approximately equal in length.

b) Some teachers have a tendency to write many more true than
false questions or many more false than true questions. When
students catch on to this, they benefit from a second kind of
giveaway. Thus approximately haif your items should be true
and half false. However, because there is evidence that false
statements discriminate between high and low achieving stu-
dents better than true ones do (people tend to answer Irue" when

in doubt), you may want to include a few more false items.
c) The use uf specific determiners (extreme words and certain

modifiers) can cause trouble. Because completely true state-
ments are rare, strongly worded statements are likely to be false.
Thus try to avoid such words as all, always, never, only, noth-

Ing, and alone. Many students know that these words are like-
ly to be found in false statements. Words or phrases like may, ,

could, as a rule, sometimes, often, in general, occasionally,
and usually should be avoided also because they are associated
with true items If you must on occasion use a specific deter-
miner, use it in a way contrary to expectation.

Some readers at this point may think that these guidelines and those
that follow are designed to trap or trick student.s This is not the case.
A test that allowed a student to get 5 of 25 questions right because
of item length or specific deternnners would not be measuring knowl-
edge The more ene allows this kind of student response, the less valid
one's test is likely to be.

7 Beware of words denoting indefinite degree. The use of words
like more, less. important, unimportant, large, small, recent, old, tall,
great, and so on, can easily lead to ambiguity.

8 State items positively Negative statements may be difficult to
interpret This is especially true of s;atements using a double nega-
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tive (which should not be used in any type of test item). In addition,
even well-prepared students can casily overlook such words as not

or never. If on rare occasions a negative word is used, be sure to

underline or capitalize it.
9. Beware of detectable answer patterns. Test wise students can

detect answer patterns (TTTFFFF) designed to make scoring easier.

Multiple-Choice Test Items

Test specialists regard the multiple-choice item highly, thus their
widespread use on standardized ac'llevement and apthude tests How-

es er. critics of multiple-chosce items complain about poorly written

items.

One of the cntics complaints is that multiple-chuiee questions meas-

ure litt, mcre than vocabulary, isolated facts, and trivia, and very
often they are right. But killed hands, multiple-choice itcms can

be impressisel) adaptable in measuring many important educational

outcomes.

The basic components of multiple-choice quc.aions are the itcm
stem, which presents a problem, and several response options (usually

3 to 5), which follow under the stem. One of the options is correct
or clearly the best answer to the problem. The other options (distrac-

tors) are designed to ix- attractive to the uninformed.
The "Interpretise exercise" format is widely used in standardized

testing because it pros ides a potentially excellent means to test higher

les els oc achtewment or aptitude. This Lrmat presents the testee with

a paragraph, graph, picture, poetry, work of art, musical composi-
tion, or any other complex material. The student is then asked a se

ries of questions that require interpretation, application, analysis,
synthesis, or evaluative thinking. If you have r done so, try your

hand at using this format. It is capable of tapping many forms of high

level performarice.
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Multiple-Choke Rem Guidelines

Select the format of the item with care. Although there are several

riatious uf the multiple-choice format, those that follow can serve
you well.

r.) To make reading easy, response options are listed vertically
rathcr than arranged in -tandem.

b) Response options follow logically and grammatically from the
iten stern.

c) The gem presents a complete problem (more about this later).

d) No punctuation marks are used when options contain numbers

(they might be misread as decimals).

c) All items need not have the same numbcr of response options.

Z. State a clearly formulated problem in the stem. The examinee
should not have to complete thc problem by consulting the response

options The stcm may be either a complete question or an incom-
plete sentence, so long as a specific problem is formulated. It is prob-

ably a good idea to formulate a complete question whenever yot, szn.

Consider this item-

Mars is
a. closer to the sun than Jupiter
b. 93,000,000 miles from the sun
c. the third closest planet to the suii

Because the stem fails to present a. complete problem, tLe item is

functioning as a true-false item. Its stem is much like these item stems.

"Which of the following is true?" and "Select the false statement from
the following "Multiple-choice" questtuns of this sort should prob-
ably be cast in a true-false format.

3 State item stems positively. Negatively stated stems not only may

lead to confusion, they may fail to reflect the kinds of problems stu-
dents experince in everyday life.
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If on rare occasions a negative word is used (not, never), be sure
to underline or capitalize it. The advice with respect to double nega-
tives a negative in the stem and in one or more of the response
options is even stronger: Eliminate ther .ntirely.

4. Write the stem so that the answer is placed at the end. Thus the
first stem below is preferable to the second.

a) The term for the chemical activities of all living things is

b) refers to the chemical activities of all living things.

5. Be creative. This guideline challenges you to take advantage of
the versatility of the multiple-choice item for meastiling important
educational outcomes. Strive for this arbitrary goal: At least half of

the items will be above the knowledge level.
6. Be concise. Being concise not only promotes clarity of expres-

sion, but saves valuable testing time as well.
7. Make all distractors plausible. There should be a degne of truth

Ir. each distractor in order for the uninformed to find the-n attractive.
If it is unlikely that anyone would choose an option, why include it
at all? On occasion, even two options woukl be preferable to offer-
ing implausible distractors.

8. Make certain there is only one clearly best answer.
9. Avoid using the options "all of these" and 'none of these." These

options tend to be overused by those who have difficulty formulating
plausible &tractors. They also are associated with item ambiguity.
Neither should be used unless the answer to an item is absolutely
correct.

10. Elimin unnecessary repetition. If a phrase is repeated in each

response Item, add It to the stem. This eliminates unnecessary words.
The more students engage in unnecessary reading, the fewer ques-
tions they can respond to per unit of test time.

I I Eliminate giveaways. Let us consider five kinds of giveaways
in multiple-choice items.

27
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a) Test-wise students can detect any tendency to make correct an-
swers longer than distractors. The remedy is to make your re-
sponse options approximately equal in length.

b) Test-wise students also can spot specific determiners when they
are used in item stems and response options. Watch for them.

c) Using the same or similar words in both the item stem and the
correct answer can give away the answer.

d) Beware of grammatical giveaways. For example, if the stem
ends with the word "an" and only one or two options begin with
a vowel, then the student can easily eliminate distractors. Simi-
larly, if the stem has a singular verb and one or more of the
options plural, students are given an extra clue to the cor-
rect answer.

e) Alert students may detect any tendency to prefer certain re-
sponse options. For example students may learn that option
"c" is most often correct or th A option "a" is seldom correct.

12 Order response options. Arrang response options in some log-
ical sequence, if possible. This will help students locate choices.
Names could be ordered alphabetically , dates chronologically, for-
mulas in terms of complexity, and so on.

Matching-Test Items

A matching-test item format typically consists of two c -lumns: a
premise set on the left and a response set on the right. Students are
asked to match items m the two columns. Furth_ there are a variety
of matching formats that differ in complexity ..om the simple two-
column forma( For example, matching items can call for students
to select an author and a concept for each descriptive statement listed.
Some of these forma-,s can be quite demanding, requiring perfor-
mances well above the memory level.

Matching items ar: especially effective in prompting students to
see relationships an.ong a set of items and to integrate knowledge.



However, they are less suited than multiple-choice items for measur-
ing higher levels of performance.

Matching-Test Item Guidelines

1. Provide directions. Students should not have to ask, for exam-
ple, whether options may be used more than once.

2. Use only homogeneous material. Each item in a set should be
the same kind as the other items, for example, all authors or all cities.
When different kinds of items are used in each set, the associations
tend to be obvious.

3. Place longer material in the left column. This will help students
locate matches.

4. krrange column material in some systematic ^rder. For exam-
ple, names can be arranged alphabetically, and so on.

5. Keep columns short. As a rule of thumb, the premise set should
contain no more than 3 to 7 items, the response set should contain
2 items more than the premise set.

6. Keep an item on one page. Arrange items so that students will
not have to turn pages back and forth as they respond. Placiiig one
item on two pages can become quite frusfrating to students.

Completion-Test Items

Completion Items a.,. Audents to supply an important word, num-
ber, or phrase to complete a statement. Blanks are provided to be
filled in by the student.

Completion items are espezially useful in the early elementary
grades where vocabulary is growing in basic subjects. They also are
especiall; effective in mathematics and science when answers to prob-
lems require computation. Completion items are easy to write and
provide efficient measurement. And they are not as susceptible to
guessing as are true-false and multiple-choice items.



But there are drawbacks. Questions can easily be turned into sub-
jective items, in which responsc would vary so greatly that subjec-
tivity would enter into scoring. Another drawback is that completion
items are more suital to measuring lower-level than higher-level
perfcrmances, except when problems are presented, as in the case
of mathematics and science.

Compl9tion-Test Item Guidelines

I Call for an ;wers that can be scored objectively. Prefer single
words and short phrases. Check your items by posing this critical
question: Can someone with no competency in the subject score the
items objectively by relying solely on the answer key?

2 Prepare a scoring key that contains all acceptable answers for
each item.

3 Beware of open questions. Open questions are those that invite
unexpected but reasonable answers, as in the following case.

The author of Profiles in Courage was (John F. Kennedy).

But what is one to do with these answers. "President," "assassinated,"

"privileged" The remedy is to close the Item so there is but one an-
swer to be scored objectively. For example, ask for "the name of the
author."

Remember to key all acceptable answers. Thus a key for this item
might contain John F. Kennedy, John Kennedy, J. F. Kennedy, and
J Kennedy. Some teachers might not accept just Kennedy.

4 Place blanks near the end of the statement. Try to present it com-
plete or nearly complete statement before calling for a response.

5. Eliminate giveaways. Two giveaways are:

a) The length of the lines to the right of an item can provide :lues
co the correct ar,swer. The remedy is to make all blanks of equal
length.
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b) Grammatical structure also can provide clues. For example,
using the word "an" can alert the student to the fact that the
answer begins with a vowel.

6. Limit the number of blanks to one or two per item, if possible.
Statements with too many blanks waste valuable time as students at-
tempt to figure out what is being asked.

7. If a m -.!rical answer is called for, indicate the units in which
it is to be expressed.

Items that call for more than a word or phrase are sometimes classi-
fied as restricted-ess., .tems. It may be preferable to call them wr:tten-
response items The term "essay" can be reserved for items sharing
the characteristics identified in the next section, to which we now turn.

Essay Questions

Essay items ask students to supply written answers to questions
(sometimes questions _nd answers are oral). Judgments are then made

about the accuracy and quality of their answers. Though the lines of
demarcation are not c'ear, it is convenient to place items requiring
written responses in one of three classes:

I . Written-response items. These zms call for answers that fall
in the knowledge or comprehension cat. lories of performance.
Responses to written-response items may consist of a fact or opinion
or as much as a student can rer.Iember about a specified topic. Thus
ansv. ers may range in length from a sentence or two to many pages.
Written-response items are very common in education. Although they
car. and do serve important teaching, learning, and evaluative func-
tions, they are sometimes perjoratively referred to as "regurgitation
items." Here is an example of a written-response item:

What three functions do instructional objectives serve?

2. Restricted-response essays. We shall here reserve the term es-
say for questions that present an unfamiliar problem to the student.



The student, in turn, recalls relevant concept.', facts, and principles;
organizes these recollections, and writes a coherent and creative re-
sponse to the problem. Restricted-iesponse essays call for responses
that are roughly a page or less in length. They may be distinguished
from written-response items m that answers fall above the knowledge-
comprehension levels of performance. Here is an example of a
restricted-response essay (assum that the problem is unfamiliar to
the students):

Compel e verbal and nonverbal art. How are they similar? Different?

3. Extended response essays. These differ from restricted-response
essays in that the questions posed are more complex, hence they re-
quire extended answers. Extended-response essays call on a range
of talents, from knowledge to evaluation. A competent evaluaton of
the answers also requires talent! Here is an example of an extt lded-
response essay:

Imagine that you visit Earth in 2500 A.D. You find astonishing
changes in education Students spend more time in school, study more

things, and almost never drop out Educators no longer talk about in-
dividualizing instruction they practice it completely. Eiery student
is presented with different learning materials and activities. In fact,
students o a similar academically in only one way. Each is develop-
ing knowledge and skills in reading writing, speaking, languages,
mathematics, scientific method, problem solving, technology, and
creativity You obssrve that students are not given tests as you knew
thsvn, yet they are, learning several times more in half the time needed

in 2000 A.D. They spend haif their time in artistic, literary, musical,
physical, and community activities. Highly paid teachers work in teams.

No one lectures Some focus on analyzing knowledie sets, others work

on instructional programming that hardly resembles that which you
knew, shll others provide counseling for individual students. Centu-
ries -,f use have :aught teachers that technology is the only means
to deliver instruction fairly and effectively. You conclude that educa-



tion in 2500 A.D. is characterized by three things: a highly sophisti-

cated concern with what is presented to a student, a delivery system

that allows complete student involvement, and a technology that pro-

vides immediate feedback for student action.
Write a well-organized essay of 400 to 600 words discussing changes

in learning theory, in views toward students, and in the politics of edu-

cation that might account for the educational system of 2500 A.D. You

wilt be judged not only by what you say, but how effectively you use

references. Devote approximately 30 minutes to planning, 80 to writ-

ing, and 10 for proofreading and revision.

Many educators are quite generous in their praise of essay items.

It has long been said that essays provide the best overall means of

assessing achievement. But this claim is not well established. In fact,

we may eventually discover that essay questions have little distinct

adv antage over objective questions in measuring academic achieve-

ment (except, perhaps, in the areas of synthesis and evaluation). This

is not to say that essay questions have no advantages over objective

questions. It is to say that their advantages may lie elsewhere.

The most important aspect of essay questions is that they provide

relative freedom of response. Whenever you want your studem to

select from an array of information, organize what they select, and

express themselves in writing with a minimum of constraint, the es-

say question is unequaled. That is their main advantage And surely

the ability to write a quality essay about a subject of interest is a very

important educational outcome.
But there are some serious drawbacks. First, the scoring of essays

is inconsistent (unreliable). Studies have shown that teachers will in-

dependently assign a range of scores to the same essay paper Fur-

ther, any one teacher may well change his assessments of a set of

essay papers from one scoring session to another. Second, because

only a relatively small number of questions can be asked in a typical

testing session, essa: tests tap a smaller sample of student achieve-

ment than do objecti, , tests (this also weakers reliability). And third,
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because the item-writer is seldom called on to reveal her scoring
methods, item and scoring deficiencies are less open to scrutiny than
are deficiencies in objective test items.

Guidelines for Construcirkg Fssays

1. Use essay items to assess comple 'Zl.ning outcomes. Avoid
starting essay questions with terms like ,'-.., name, state, who, what,
where, and when. You are likely to end I . i'.ith written-response items
when you do. To encourage higher form: of thinking, considu using
such words or phrases as compare, a.gue for or against, spe 'late
about the causes for, reorganize, hypo.;i:size, take a position and de-
fend it, and so on.

2. Favor restricted-response essays. It is generally advisable to con-
struct essays that can be answered in about 15 minutes. Following
this guideline will provide a broader sampling of student achievement.
The scorer's task aiso will be more manageable.

3. Structure the problem. Structure is provided when items specify
what students are to do and the basis on which their answers will be
judged. Additional information, such as how long Audents should
work on an essay, is also recommended, as an the example of an
extended-response essay item presented earlier.

4 Prepare model answers before asking students to respond. Fol-
lowing this guideline will help you decide which questions need to
be altered or eliminated.

5. Allow sufficient t'me to ansv. er. There is some tendency to ask
too many essay questions in a single testing period. This can result
in frantic efforts to write as much as possible, in the end, quality is
sacrificed for quantity If students are to think and outline before they
write, they must have time to do so.

6. Encourage thoughtful answers. You might try this out:

a) Prepare model answers (guideline 4); then
b) gibe students more time to answer than you needed, and



c) let students know that thoughtful answers are expected by giv-
ing them access to earlier model answers, requesting that they
think and outline before writing, and scoring all essays care-
fully this includes writing positive and constructive nega-
tive comments on each essay paper.

7. Require all students to answer the same questioas Lcrang stu-
dents decide which of several questions to answer may be the popu-
lar thing to do, but it is bad practice when instructional objectives
are the same for all students. When each student answers a difrerent
set of questions, the basis for comparing their answers is weakened.

Guidelines for Scoring Essays

Inconsibtency in scoring essays can be diminished by following these

guidelines.
I . Use model answers. Evaluate student answers by comparing them

to the model answers prepared before the test. You may need to ad-
just model answers slightly to accommodate student response patterns.

This is the most important scoring guideline.
2. Score the same question on all papers before going on to the

next question. Foc.13ing on one question at a time across papers will
help you compare answers.

3. Cover student names. If possible, keep from identifying the es-
say writer. Following this guidelihe will reduce the likelihood of biased
scor ing.

4. Read each essay twice before scoring. Better still, ask a ce.' _ague
to spot-check your scoring. Putting this guideline into effL _. may be
close t. Impossible for busy teachers. Nevertheless, rt,iding essa:
more than once is likely to increase scoring accuracy

Perhaps enough has been said about the do's and don%s of itm-
%ming The next chapter provides practice in apply ing Aorne of the
suggestions.
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Some Practice

rrhe following items violate one or more of the guidelines presented
in the last chapter. A few items may be acceptable. To provide clari-
ty, , the items are written at the knowledge or comprehension level.
See if you can spot the problems with these items.

True-False Items

1 The most important aspect of essay questions is that they pro-
vide relative freedom of response.

2. Mozart's contribution to symphonic music has been extensive.
3 Criminologists sometimes disagree about the use of punishment

to diminish crime.

Let's see how you have done. Item 1 fails to identify the gJurce
of the opinion The word "extensive" in Item 2 needs to be qualified;
otherwise the item will remain ambiguous. Item 3 uses a specific de-
tetminer (sometimes) and is trivial.

Completion Items

4 Another (name) for table of sprrifications is test blueprint.
5 If a teacher wants to e,aluate skills in selecting, organizing, and

synthesizing, she should favor an (essay) item.
6. The Empire State Building is in New York).
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Item 4 suffers from two problems: the blank is in the beginning
rather than near ::,ie end of the question, rtnd the answer is unimpor-
tant. It would be easy to rewrite tilt question so that the answer is
table of specifications or test blueprint. Did you spot the grammati-
cal giveaway in Item 5? The "an" before the blank eliminates all
objective-type items considered in this fastback! Item 6 is slightly open.
What c tile do with "mid-Manhattan?" It can be repaired by ad-
ding n-d-iv.dnhattan to the key or adding "the city or to the item.

Multiple-Choice Items

7. Which of the following qualify as objective test items?
a. True-false
b. Multiple-choice
c. Restricted-response essay
d. a and b
e. b and c

8. Reliability
a. refers to consistency in measurement
b. is a synonym for objectivity
c. refers to the error portion of a score
d. declines as the length of a test increases

9. Morphemes consist of one or more
a. clauses
b. words
c. phonemes
d. sentences

Note the grammatical giveaway in Item 7 the plural stem directs
students away ti orn options "a," "b," and ' c." Thus only two viable
options remain. Item 8 illustrates a very common fault the item
stem fails to present a complete problem. Finally, what do you sup-
pose an uninformed student would do with item 9? Undoubtedly some
would meive credit by merely associating the similar-looking words,
morphemes and phonemes.
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Essay Items

10. Tell all you know about the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
11. What Is content validity?
12. Dircuss achknement testing.

Item 10: Many yea_ s ago t responded as a fifth-grade- - this exact
item. I answered correctly (I said I knew nothing abc. .ae treaty),
but receivvd no credit for my sincere effort. The teacher remained
impervious to my complaints. This item, as defined in this fastback,
is at best a written-response question. Needless to say, I think it should
be stated a little differently.

Like the previous question, Item 11 calls for knowledge or com-
prehension. It, too, will probably funcuon as a written-response
question.

Item 12: Volumes have been written about achievement testing.
What is to be discussed? Teacher-made tests? Standardized achieve-
ment testing? Norms and their interpretation? Validity issues? Paper-
and-pencil or other forms of achievement testing? If students ..ave
20 or 60 minutes to answer, they must know what is expected and
how their answers will be evaluated. Lack of structure, as in the case
of this item, is likely to provoke both a wide range of answers and
subjectivity in scoring.



A Closing Note

Following the PLAN-WRITE system will help you prepare good,
content-valid tests. But once your tests have been administered, there
is an additional step to be taken. You should do an item analysis. An
item analysis provides information about item difficulty (items that
are too difficult or too easy will hurt test reliability) and i in dis-
crimination (you may want to know how well items discriminate be-
tween high-achieving and low-achieving students). Acting on the
results of an item analysis can improve the general quality of a test.
The references on the next page will help you locate simple item anal-

ysis procedures.
Finally , let mc urge you to continue your studies. Whether you are

concerned with item writing, item analysis, using tests for non-grading
purposes, criterion versus norm-referenced testing, standardized tests
and their interpretation, or most other topics in educational evalua-
tion, you will find the litebiture in the area well developed and helpful.
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Sources for Additional Information
on Measurement and Evaluation

The following two books are highly recommended. Consult the first
one if you want scope and depth. It includes a chapter on item analy-
sis for classroom tests and tfAtt.fu--ted dia.assions on standardized test-

ing. The Twkman book is considerably shorter and written for the
practitioner. Both touch on Benjamin Bloom's work.

Hopkins, K.D; Stanley, LC.; and HopkinA, B.R. Educational and
Psychological Measurement and Evaluation. 7th ed. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1990.

Tuckman, B.W. Testing for Teachers. 2nd ed. San Diego: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1988.
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Fastback Titles (continued from back corer)

240. Teaching and Teachtt Education. Implementing
Reform

241. learning Through laughter. Humor in
the Classroom

242. High School Dropouts. Causes. Consequences
and Care

243. Community Education: Processes and Programs
2U. Teething the Process of Thinking. K-12
245 Du !mg with Abnormal Behavior in the Classroom
246. Teaching Science as Inory
247. Mentor Teachers: The California Model
248. Using Microcomputers in School Administration
249 Missing and Abducted Children. The School's

Role in Prevention
250 A Model for Effective School Discipline
251 Teaching Reading in the Secondary School
252 Educational Reform: The Forgotten Half
253. Voluntary Religious Activities in Public

Schools: Policy Guidelines
254. Teaching Writing with the Microcomputer
255 How Should Teachms Be Educated? An Assess

mut of Three Reform Reports
256. A Model for Teaching Writinr. Process and

Product
257 Preschool Programs for Handicapped Children
258 Seiving Adolescents' Reeding Interests Through

Young Adult literature
259 The Year-Round School Where learning

Never Stops
260 Using Educational Research in the Classroom
261 Microcomputers and the Classroom Teacher
261 Writing for Professional Publication
263 Adopt a SchoolAdopt a Business
264 Teenager Parenthood: The School's Response
265. AIDS Educatior '1urncsilum and Health Po lic)
266 Dialogue Journals: Writing as Conversation
267. Preparing Teachers for Urban Schools
268 Education. By Invitation Only
269 Mission Possible. Innovations in the Bronx

Schools
270 A Primer on Music for Non-Musician Educators
271 Extraordinary Educators lessons in leadership
272 Religion and the Schools: Significant Court

Decisions in the 1980s
273 The High-Performing Educational Manager
274 Student Press and the Hazelwood Decision
275. Improving the Textbook Selection Process
276, Effective Schools Resnarch Practice and

Promise
277 Improving Teaching Through Coaching
278 How Children Learn a Second language

279 Eliminating Procrastination Without Putting It
Off

280 Early Childhood Education: What Research Tells
Us

281 Personalizing Staff Desakipment: The Career
lattice Model

282. The Elementary School Publishing Center
283. The Case for Public Schools of Choice
284 Concurrent Enrollment Programs: Collage Credit

for High School Students
285 Educators' Consumer Guide to Private Tutoring

Services
286. Pea Sopervisics: A Way of Professionalizmg

Teething
287 Differentiated Career Opportunities foe Teachers
288. Controvmsial Issues in Schools: Dealing with

the Inevitable
289 Interactive Television: Progress and Potential
290. Recruiting Minorities into Teaching
291 Preparing Students fot Taking Tests
292 Creating a laming Climate fot the Early Child-

hood Years
293 Carew Beginnings: Helping Disadvantaged

Youth Achieve Their Potential
244 Interactive Videodisc and th. feath4g-Learning

Process
295. Using Microcomputers with Gifted Students
246. Using Miceocomputers for Teaching Reading
297 Using Microcomputers for Teaching Science
293 Student Privacy in the Classroom
249 Cooperative looming
300. The Case for School-Based Health Clinics
301. Whole Stain Education
302 Public Schools rl Public Forums: Use of

Schools by Non-School Publics
303 Developing Children's Creative Thinking

Through the Arts
304. Meeting the Needs of Tramiel Students
305. Student Obesity: What Can lne Schools Do?
306. Dealing with Death: A Strategy for Tragedy
307 Whole leagues = Wbok learning
308 Effective Programs fot At-Risk Adolescents
309 A Dialogue for Teaching Mathematics
310 Successful Strategies for Marketing School

levies
311 Preparing Better Teacher-Made Tests. A Prac-

tical Guide
312 Planning and Conducting Better School

Ceremonies
313. Educating Homeless Children Issues and

Answers

Single copies of 1astbacliE are 90C (75C to Phi Delta Kappa members) Write to Phi
Delta Kappa, P 0 Box 789, Bloomington, IN 47402 0789. for quantity discounts for any
title or combination of titles.
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PDK Fastback Sefies Titles
130. Dealing with Stress: A Challenge for Educators
132. How Panet-Tearher Conferences Build

Partnerships
135. Performaace Evolution of Edvcational

Pommel
137. Minimum Competency Testing
13E. legal Implications of Minimum Competency

Testing
143. The Process of Grant Proposal Development
145. Migrant Ede:shoo: Teething the Wandering

Ones
146. Controversial Issues in Our Schools
147. Natritioe and Lewin
148. Edecatioa 111 *4 USSR
149. %chine with Newspapers: The living

Curricular
151. flailiothempr. The Right !took at the Right Tune
153. =Jed Answers on Moral Education
154 teeming
159. Eduation for Culture! Pluralism. Global

Roots Stew
162. The Public Community Collett The Peopl*s

University
164. Oilskin's Soon: A legacy for the Young
165. Teacher Unions and the Power Structure
166. Progressive Educates.: Lesson from Three

Schools
167. Suit Edncation: A Hittorical PersPective
169. Teaching the lurnieg Disabled
170. Safety Education in the Elementary School
171. Education in Contemporary Japan
172. The Schoors Role in the Prevention of Chiid

Abuse
174. Youth Partmpatioe for Earty Adolescents

learning sad Serving in dm Community
175 Time Management for Educators
176. Eduating Verbally Gifted Youth
180. Simemision M440 Simple
182. School Public Relation: Communicating

to the Community
183, Et Jnomic Education Across the Curriculum
186. Wart Issues in Education of the Handicapped
187 Mainstreaming in the Secondary School The

Rol. of the Regular Teacher
188 Tuition Tao Credits: fact end fiction
189. Challenging the Gifted end Talented Through

Mentnr.Assistert Enrichment Projects
190, The Case for the Smaller School
191 What You Should Know About inching and

turning Styles
192. Library Research Strategies for Educators
193. The Teaching of Writing in Our Schools
194 Teaching and the Art of Questioning
195 Understanding the New Right and It: Impact

on Education

196. The Acodemic Achievement of Yung Americans
197. Effective Programs fir the Marginal High

School Stedut
199. What Shovld We Be Teaching in the

Social Studies?
201. Master Teachers
202. Teacher Preparation sod Certification: The Call

for Reform
203. Pros and Con of Merit Pay
205. The Case for the AltDay Kindergarten
206. Philosophy for Cbildme: An Approach to

Critical Thisti
n207. Television modthildren

201. Using Televisioe In the Curricnlum
209. Writing to Lam ACMS the Curriculum
210. Edimation Vouchers
211. DOCillen Making In Edenton! Settings
213. The Schoors Role in Educating Severely

Handicapped Students
214. Teacher Career Stages: Implications for Staff

Develornet
216. Edenton la Healthy lifestyles: Curriculum

Implication
217. Adolescent Wylie! Abuse
218. Honirwork-And Why
219. America's Omagh% families:

A Guide for Educators
220 Teathieg Mildly Retarded Children

in the Regular Classroom
221. Changieg Behavior: A Practical Guide

for Teeehets asd Patens
222. 11SUS sad lunation in

fouign Langone Education
224 Teethieg Abut ittligioa in the Public Schools
225. Promoting Voluntary Ituding in

School sad Homo
226. How to Start e School/Buslnes. Partnership
227. Bilingual Education Policy: An International

Perspective
228. Minnie( for Study Abroad
230. Improving Homs-School Communications
231. Community SefliC8 Projects: Citizenship in

Action
232. Outdoor Education: Beyond the Classroom Walls
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